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" ... like I t r i ed to say, about leaving the difficulties, not 
removing them, by buying the improvements so readily available 
at the corner. You buy something all right, but what gets 
forgotten is , t hat you sell, in that moment of buying --
you sell a whole disposit i on of self ... " --Charles Ol son 

The three poems by Larry Eigner printed herein have 
appeared previously in Orogrande . 

Clayton Eshleman's piece is from HADES IN MANGA NESE 
which Black Sparrow will publ i sh Fall 1980. 

I ' used "Are Babies Afraid of Short Sounds .. first in a 
performance in Paris. It was distributed to the audience 
about half way through a forty-five minute talk I gave 
with simultaneous (extemporaneous ) translation. When I 
have the chance I would like to perform i t for video 
t aping wi th subtitles. --R.A. 

~ 1980 by Viscerally Press 
11 8 Crain Avenue 
Kent, Ohio 44240 



All materials gathered here i ssue as response to the fol
lowing query. --the editors--

We are starting a new journal of the arts which is to be 
devoted to process-oriented, language-centered work. 

The name of this magazine will be "The Difficulties". 
The title derives from an observation Charles Ol~on made at 
Cortland, New York. 

You know, we live in a time which is very easy 
itself. That•s been increasingly conspicuous 
for the last ten years ... 

It is our opinion the condition spoken to then prevails more 
than ever today. 

We would like to provide for the so•s the kind of kick 
that Olson and magazines like "Origin" gave to the so•s and 
6o•s. What it swings on is that level of provocation which 
keeps the difficulties in. ' 

It is to this end that the first issue o.f · "The Diffi-
culties" proposes a symposium on •language environment•. 

Is it meaningful to you to speak ~f locating 
yourself in your work in terms of ·a •language 
environment•? If so, please respond to what 
constitutes a •language environment• and what 
you consider the relationship between you and 
it to be. If not, what sense of language would 
you oppose to this and why? 

You number among some fifty persons who have been select
ed to address the issues raised by this question. 

It is our belief that out of the dialo.gue which arises 
from this magazine a new context for the ·creation of art in 
this century will emerge. 

Tom Beckett 

Eare 1 Neikirk 



Cid Corman 

1/ It's hard to say anything 
and nothing's impossible. 
Which leaves me hanging here ... I 

think it's better to stop now 
while I'm still ahead- if that's 
what this could be said to be. 

2/ Never 
comes to 
much 

But 
sometimes 
something 

seems to 
mean 
something. 



Douglas Messerli 

Statement 

t·1y poetry is very much located in a "language environment." That's an 
easy claim to make, for obviously, all poetry is (or at least should be) 
centered around language. Like several of my contemporaries, however, 
(people like Clark Coolidge, Charles Bernstein, Bruce Andrews, Ray 
DiPalma, Ron Silliman, Bob Perelman, Barret Watten and others) I am 
interested in words less as symbols of a preexistent reality, than as 
signifiers or signs of a whole new reality, a reality which the words 
(even the syllables and the letters themselves) create. In other words, 
in my poetry I attempt to make (to let the words make) a reality rather 
than to reflect one. In my work (and it seems to me, in the work of 
several of the "language" poets) words, words spoken to paper, create 
their own context, their own reference which may or may not have much 
contiguity with one's everyday experience in the world. The poem is 
organized by its own semiotic or linguistic logic, the way river is 
related to rivet more than to barge. 

In the past, my own poetry has been more contiguous to experienced 
reality than are some of these poets' works. And, in that sense, my 
work has seemed to be more referential. I say "seemed" because, although 
there is some purposeful reference in my poems (language can never to 
completely non-referential; and to try to make it so see~s to delimit 
the possibilities of poetry), my work is generally not organized 
around associations, but around the ear. It's rhythm and sound that 
dominate. The experience that the poem creates for me often has 
little to do with the meaning of the words, but rather with what 
they sound like they mean in relation to each other, and how they flow 
together--rn a rhythm or pattern of breath. I have moved increasingly 
away from image and narrative oriented work to a poetry that, with
out completely abandoning the visual, is grounded in an oral impulse. 
Even my diagrammatic poems, which appear to rely almost completely 
on their placement on the page, are organized according to sound, to 
the sounds of many simultaneously speaking voces. Were I not interested 
in an audience, I would perhaps move into transrational poetry; and in 
fact, in my newest work I have come very close to that, especially in 
The Red Poems. 

Ironically, I have done few readings. I can't really explain that fact, 
except that perhaps when I have read my voice (far too dramatic 
for my work) has dominated the poems, and accordingly has helped to 
make them sound more narratively organized than they really are. 
In any event, I haven't been entirely pleased with the readings. 

However, I'm now experimenti~g with taperecorded performances with 
other voices read~ng along w1th my own, the way Hannah Weiner has 
perfo~ed he~ Cl a 1 rvo¥ant Journa 1. And in the writing process 1 • ve 
b~en ~ncreas1ngly r~s1sting the temptation to fall back on what is 
~l~~a Yhknown, lett1ng the words take me into their own context 

.oug I often work by deleting or by pulling language out of.its 
ordl~a~y.con~ext, the whole process stands against a minimalist 
sens1b1l1ty 1n that the new contexts, the new worlds which this 
noncontextua1 language creates appear to be limitless as if one 
were ~~~nding at the edge of some vast expanse in whi~h anything and 
every 1ng can/mu~t happen. In such an environment lan ua e 
sudden~y ~eve~ls 1~sel! as something of boundless potenfia~ity a 
potent1al1ty 1n wh1ch ~expresses~ rather than~ expressing it. 



Fielding Dawson 

Dear Guys -
Meaningful? 
That's a kinda 
heavy polemic, 
no? 

Well, we'll 
see. 

--luck 

Fielding Dawson 

Theodore Ens I in 

In answer to your initial question, ' Is it meaningful to you to speak 
of locating yourself in your work in terms of a 'language environ
ment'?' I'd have to say that no question of that sort seems to me 
one that can be answered simply. (Perhaps it is better simply to ask 
the question with no thought of an answer. There are many such.) 
Certainly I do not deliberately think of a language environment. I 
use what is at hand. I am aware always of the contemporary, and when 
it is exact to my purpose, the colloquial. WCW made a few sage remarks 
in this direction. But my concern with language is very often broken 
down into its components---words, and words which have lives of their 
own beyond mere meaning or approved current usage. I do not try to 
'use' at this point, but allow myself to be used. I have often said 
that I would prefer to be known as a composer who happens to use words 
rather than more conventional tones (though words are tones---and 
colors, too.) I am not overly concerned at this point with my parti
cular time in history. I avoid the politics, and attempt to avoid 
semantic jargon in much the same way, and for the same reasons. To 
restore force to language that may have been abused through overuse 
or loose approximation does concern me. It seems to me that the cart 
may have been hitched tailside to at this point. If I were to worry 
about such things as a language environment, I would very possibly 
feel stifled in much the same ways that I do when I am told that I must 
take an interest in politics. (I do, of course, but hopefully always 
according to my own lights. I have never liked bandwagons.) 



Bill Zavats·ky 

The notion of "language environment" touches upon only one of 
poetry's objectives. Granted that, in a sense, Mallarme was right: 
all of reality exists to end up between the covers of a book. Granted 
that, as Williams said, "a poem is a machine made out of words." 
True, true, true--but that isn't the half of it, or only half. The 
words we possess or must find grind themselves out of and against our 
life-experience. A life-experience that takes language alone as its 
main objective strikes me as insufficient . If that sounds paradoxical, 
look at the work of the poets who concern themselves solely with 
verbal texture and the strategies of evasion are plainly evident. 
Every new book of poems leaves me wondering why the poets leave so 
much out, where their life has gone; why the things they have done, 
people known, places seen, emotions generated in them by specific 
occurrences find little or no expression . That is, most of t he poetry 
I see strikes me as emotionally dead. This fact is not peculiar to 
poetry, and the poets are to be blamed only in that they have chosen 
(unconsciously) to mirror the condition of our society, or , more 
particularly, of their poetic group. No one has expended much effort 
scratching the surfaces of the various "Schools" to discover the 
ideologies which motivate them. 

I have lived in three cities in the course of my life , all of 
them having a distinctive linguistic flavor, from New York City sub
way graffiti to Texas twang to the nun at my grammar school in 
Connecticut who told us that Connecticuters spoke the purest English 
in the U.S.A., whatever that meant. Add to this lumps of other cul
tures' languages--jazz argot, black talk, the Spanish the doormen 
speak and you hear in the streets everywhere, the broken English and 
native-language chatter of immigrants on the bus, a couple of months 
in Paris, etc., not to mention the languages of the university, the 
high school, the grammar school, and one could do nothing else but 
record, if language was the only thing that mattered. What matters 
more to me--what language carries and proceeds from--is human exchange: 
the life of the feelings and the thought one expends on understanding 
them. I write in the hope of understanding what something meant to 
me and to the others involved in the event. I write to know that I 
felt, and what I felt. To recapture my feelings and to analyze them, 
if you wil-1.---Meaning, that unfashionable word, is part and parcel 

of my work. I am not a tape-recorder. 
I think it vain to base one's writing on the notion that t-r-e-e 

has no relationship to that big blowy thing across the street in the 
park dropping its leaves. Perhaps there are those who are convinced 
of this dichotomy on an intellectual level, but on the practical it 
falls to pieces. Sit down in a restaurant and order a tree and see 
what happens. Writing is an act of faith in the communicative power 
of the word and in one's own experience of the world. More and more 
I want to connect words to the objects and events in that world which 
I think breathed them into life. Others likewise may believe in 
Auden'~ dopey statement that "poetry makes nothing happen." I know 
that.llteratur~ has changed my ways of feeling and thinking about 
real1ty, that 1t has l ed me to act, and I can point to the specific 
poems, stories, and novel s that have wrought these changes. Perhaps 
your notion of "language envi ronment" includes these ideas but as 
rendered in your query it seems sterile. I repeat , language is only 
one objective of the poem. 



Gary David 

The Jealous Country: Language Environment And The Poetry of 
The Great Plains 

Language environment is the form of a poem that surrounds 
the poet, just as the circumference of the horizon surrounds 
on the Great Plains. The poet works within the circle of the 
poem, and the ego or Self is no more or less important than 
any·object in this environment. Within this magic ring of 
words the distjnction between poet and poem dissolves. On the 
Great Plains, however, the senses are contained within the phy
sical ring of the horiz9n, and a schizm develops between the 
circle of the world (physical environment) and the circle of 
the poem (language environment). That these two circles are 
not concentric gets to the very heart of Great Plains poetry. 

When I received the request to respond to "language en
vironment", I initially thought most poets seriously engaged 
in the craft could accept this concept--at least metaphorically. 
The poet walking among words tangible as stones. The feet 
pacing the line of movement, the syntax of direction. The hands 
grasping and shaping the environment. The breath and heartbeat 
regulating with the physical demands and difficulties of the 
land. The eye alive to the contours, textures and colors of 
images it admits. The ear for balance: both the poet's equi
librium in this environment (stance as the backbone's vertical 
axis) and the balance of sounds and their relationships that 
make them cohere as a whole (coherence). The tongue and mouth 
taking the words i nto oneself in the most basic sense to savor 
their elemental properties and eventually gain energy from the 
digestion of them. The nose sniffing around to act as instinct
ive judge, no scent being arbitrary. And the mind mapping it 
all, or losing it, on the way home (end of poem). But then l 
began to consider how many poets actually express their work 1n 
tenms of an environment to topographically explore, and how 
many believe a poem is a vehicle to get from point A (poet) 
straight to poant B {reader). 

With a few exceptions , the Great Plains region seems to be 
inhabited by poets whose work either willfully or unwillfully 
does not encompass the concept of language environment. (Of 

course, it would be obtuse to say that these poets do not pos
sess some sense of the language which considers something be-
yond the mere message, so to speak.) The analogy has been made 
repeatedly of the Great Plains poet's style and the lay of the 
land: flat, bland, stark. "The key to the style of Midwestern 
writers is a simplicity of focused language. On the American 
prarie the style often arises out of the land. Often it is level, 
some would say flat, and unadorned by magnificence; the prarie 
knows no mountains."l Also frequently mentioned "in this context 
is the undercurrent of po~er looming beneath the simplicity of 
the place. Following this line then, we see a poet overwhelmed 
by the vastness of a landscape where he is forced to assume a 
humble stance. Dwarfed by the great distances, this poet is im
posed upon by the unique sense of place. Both idea and arche
type remain latent while the physical immediacy of the senses 
dominate the poem. An article recently appeared in a local news
paper about the South Dakota poet Dennis Sampson: "Midwestern 
poets prefer to use simple images, like an old man sitting on the 
porch chewing tobacco, said Sampson. 'They are more modest, have 
more modest aims. They tend to be good small poets rather than 
overblown big poets, to write well and clearly."'2 To the de
gree that the inland presses inward, the poet's senses must press 
outward to counterbalance. On another continent Conrad's Marlow 
likewise experiences the heartland: "When you attend to things 
of that sort, to the mere incidents of the surface, the reality-
the reality, I tell you---fades. The inner truth is hidden--
luckily, luckily."3 If one at the center of the continent allows 
himself to be driven to the interior of his being, he (like Kurtz) 
risks losing his life. Historically on the Great Plains, these 
inner truths had to be subliminal if one was to survive at all. 
This tradition survives as well. In the realm of poetry this 
means that the language environment will be restricted. Another 
way out, however, might be for the poet to allow himself to be 
driven to the exterior of the continent, as Edward Dorn suggests 
in THE STRIP~ING OF THE RIVER (an earlier version called THE 
MIDDLE WEST) : 

But the spiritual genius is so apt 
To be cloven from this plain of our green heart 
And migrate to the neutralized 
And individualizing conditions of the coasts 
That this center of our true richness 
Also goes there to aberrant rest 



The poet not working within a language environment uses the poem 
as a map of the physical environment, as a highly personal means to 
find his way. The poet who works within a language environment uses 
the physical environment as a map to the poem. In the latter case 
the land becomes referential to the poem, which is a made thing that 
carries its weight in the world of objects. In this context the 
well-known dictum 11 NO ideas but in things. 11 could be extended: No 
poems but in places. (Of course, place or space can be large ~r 
small, geographic or confined to the top of your desk, but has his
torically been a prime factor in the conception of America.) Walter 
Sutton clarifies this object/poem relationship in his chapter on 
William Carlos Williams: 11 

••• the primary object was the poem it
self, the thing of words which the poet creates or 'invents' in a 
manner determined by the nature of his perception. His chief com
mitment, accordingly, is to the reality and integrity of the poetic 
object rather than to the physical reality of its 'subject' even 
though this physical reality is important to him both in itself and 
as a stimulus or inspiration to his work. 11 5 

This Objectivist position of the early part of the century was 
carried forward and expanded most notably by Charles 01 son's 
11 Composition by field 11 theory and in his major work The Maximus Poems. 
In the poems an actual physical place (Gloucester) informs the language 
environment with a quality and precision that is map-like. We don't 
get as strong a sense of that place as we do an idea of that place, 
though Olson frequently emphasizes the importance of perception and 
vision ( 11 polis is/eyes 11 6). Olson's Gloucester is not described as 
clearly as say Robert Sly's Minnesota of his early work, or, to cite 
a more recent example, Ted Kooser's Nebraska. What is most real for 
us in Olson's work is the enactment of language environment: it is 
in the poems themselves, and not the town via the poems, wher~ the 
sense of place is most palpable. According to Olson the poetical 
process occurs when the universe at large (the physical environment) 
enters the 11 human universe 11 (the poet) , is synthesized ( fr. Gr. ~-
a putting together--plus tithenai to place) and projected back as a 
poem (in the form of a language environment) with no energy loss 
anywhere along the path of the circuit.? Thus the language environ
ment of a poem is a synthesis of both poet and place (however large 
or small), and is more than the sum of either of these. In the work 
of the other poets mentioned as well as Great Plains poetry in general, 
.:the conspicuous absense of the complexities and contingencies that 
characterize a language environment would attempt to be justified 
by the simplicity of style found in this region, to which I have 
already referred. 

The language environment theory is not only practiced by those 
influenced by Olsonand the Black Mountain School. Another poet whose 

work :xemplifies this is Gary Snyder. (My purpose is not a thorough 
ove~v1ew of any poet's work b~t merely a di~cussion of language/ 
env1ro~ment:) Although the l1terary and ph1losophical influences 
are q~1te d1fferent from Olson's, this West Coast poet also enacts 
an ~n1que, P.ersonal world of ~he poem rather than trying to describe 
or capture a perceptual env1ronment. At the same time the univer
sal asp:cts of a~chetype and mythos are evident in Snyder's poetry. 
In t~e 1nt~oduct1on to the 1978 edition of Myths & Texts ~riginally 
publ1shed 1n 1960, he says: 11 North America, North Pacific, the Far 
~ast are more seen as connected; Chinese, Amerindian, Japanese lore 
1s more translated. The references to· gods peoples and places 
sound less exotic~ which is right; the Buddha, Seami: the Great 
Bear.are not ~xot1ca but part of our whole planetary heritage. 11 8 
As w1th Olso~ s poetry, the sense of place is most immediate in the 
~anguage env1ronment of the poem rather than a landscape described 
1n the poem. In Snyder:s.poetry, there is a fragmentation of images 
from ~any cultu~a~ ~rad1t1ons and mythologies similar to the ideo
grammlc me~hod 1n1t1a~ed into American poetry by Ezra Pound. 11 There 
are two th1ng~. ~ne 1s, say, a fragmented text which appears frag
~ented an~ wh1ch 1s fragmented and which leads nowhere. Another is 
1deogramm1c method, a fragmented text which appears fragmented but 
actual~y leads you somewhere because the relationships that are 
establ1shed be~ween the fragments express a deeper level of con
nectedness~ w~~ch becomes clear to the reader's mind if he is able 
to fol~ow 1t. Thes: fragments ~re the elements that comprise 
Snyder s languag: env1r?nment, wh1ch at their best form an intercon
nected web that 1s, unl1ke T.S. Eliot's The Waste Land as unified 
a gestalt as the generative womb of the natural world.' 

. To center once again on the Great Plains, the paucity of language 
env1ro~ment poetry in this region may have been partly a result 
(cert~lnly less profound) of literary influences, styles and schools: 
the d~stance from both Black Mountain College to the east and the San 
Franc1sco Beat scene to the west, as well as the major cosmopolitan 
centers of culture .. The Iowa Writers Workshop also has had in general 
~he effect of produc1ng a type of poetry that is either adverse or 
1gnorant o~ the language environment concept, as described here. I 
tend to th1nk, however, that the matter goes beyond theories of form 
prosody or.a~y other poetics. The particular physical environment ' 
makes s~ec1f~c demands of anyone, whether or not poesy is important 
for one s ex1stence. The farther a Great Plains poet goes toward the 
heart of a.l~nguage environ~ent, the more vulnerable he or she is to 
the advers1t1es of.the phys1cal environment. The harsh immensity of 
the heartland requ1res that the poem map the place instead of the 
other way around. The inland, where the sense of place is so pervasive 
does not allow the poet to work within any circle but that which the ' 



horizon circumscribes. To do so would be tantamount to idolatry. 
This omnipotent ring of the treeless Great Plains makes the poet 
its subject, and will not be subject (or subjected) to any poem/ 
object. It is only under the rule of this jealous country may the 
poet cast his spell, however small in comparison. 
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Clayton Eshleman 

Narration Hanging from the Cusp of the Eightfes 

The desire for time to speed up, so as to get more quickly 
to the next peak, fills me with ash but also turns me volcano. I 
am fixed here. The peak I await is fixed there. Must be some way 
out of this, Jung thought to include the valley as part of the 
peaks, let it join us, be our greater sharing, so that the distance, 
felt as air. is shaped by a kind of extended letter 11 U, 11 peak-valley
peak, or to put it another way, there is a pinhead it~rin~ 6ut my · 
eyes, and he goes down through me, losing me through the ground but 
continuing until he comes up in you. 

I imagine that if you grant his existence, you do not feel 
that his feet are tangled in your head. You will say: 11 his head is 
in my head--his feet are tangled in )'Our head. 11 I feel the same way. 
The divi~e man may connect us, may contain our 11 Collective 1 experience, 
but since he is reversed in all of us, we do not see eye to eye. 
Perhaps it is up to me to allow you to have his head in your head 
and to accept his feet in my 9wn, to let his heels stare from my eyes, 
offering you the feeling that begins in you and ends in me. Which may 
have its advantages for me too, for if I have to drag his knees about 
in my chest and constantly feel his ankles when I swallow, I may 
also be less compulsive about getting to the next peak. I may even 
learn a contentment to peak here, in the flat. Since I reach nowhere, 
how try to erase with my shadow the valley that one might say 
contains my greater part, chipped pebbles two million years old, 
before the pinhead, before even the flinthead. Something human in 
saying to the giant: 11 I won 1 t hurt you ... 11 Same thing in a peak, in 
the desire to pinhead up, to ego to a point, especially when, in 
looking down, I find that I am language-gnarled, porous to the 
moisture the etymological tendrils induct. 

Can these peaks be grasped, as if made of springs, and the 
sound of the pinhead ego released as they are worked back and forth? 
This taking hold, this working anything back and forth, penis or 
Fascist, is excitedly, and sadly, Aurignacian, for strings of river, 
sentences, are so many tangled paths through the valley, in or 
outside a cave. The mental thing I do with my body is to seize an 
adder handful, hold it mockheroically, for a moment, like lightning, 
then watch it grasshopper off in forty directions at once to 
reasse~ble here in a grid that looks suspiciously square, orderful, 
as if the beginning had increased, like psilocybin sprouting from a 
Yorkshire cowpie, and the end had been dragged in, as an ape might 



... 

grab a child's lo ll ipop throug h steel . Eating what springs from my 
t~rd accor~ian, I feel a bit more decent about t he baldness of my 
p1nhead, h1s leech-gatherer eyes, the herpes covering his lips. 
The rotted man, inside animal, is a cactus weathered marrowless but 
still upright, even though the root connection dried up seasons aqo. 

The roadscape in the review mirror is a postcard framed by 
the onrushing though more still sky, under which we seem to be 
slipping, as if we were being tucked, feet first, at seventy, in the 
miles per years of Saint Anthony, the first of a Grunewaldian monster 
the propeller in his white hair. There was a wilderness for him to 
enter, a story to contain what possibly only occurred in a didactics 
to control the static, in which wisps of him are left. The scene on 
the postcard momentarily reassures me: two Racey Helps bunnies have 
entered the tree theater for a "Case of the Missing Carrot" matinee. 
Neither animal nor human, they were conceived to defuse the dark of 
the childhood bedroom, with the consequence t hat it doesn't matter 
what we do to animals if we originally related to them as cartoons. 
As the covers of what is being drawn up reach our chins, we unders t and 
that the meaningfulness of framin g a space where a bit of miser icordia 
mig ht be created and dalli ed wi t h wi l l always be truffled with the 
shrapnel of systems. 

The rot ted man i nsi de , who used to seem arche t ypa l, is bi ologi cal 
and his "language environment" i s amnio t ic and porous to heroin . He 
is the new wi l derness announcement that there no longe r i s a wi lderness 
wh ich has not been mi xed with nonwilderness . As an American, I sense 
t he bit of sandpaper worki ng at our f l oodgate pi mple whi ch, if rubbed 
open, woul d let fl ow mi lli on of cor pses an d they would dr i f t in t he 
anxiety tha t Ame ri ca must be destroyed, that we are one of t he six in 
the l i feboat and eating half the food. 

So I understand the arachno i d texture of the air I breathe . 
On my corpus callosum I hear the Buddha, a tapeworm wrapped in ' 
saffron, stepping in place, murmuring: "I was at the spot in the 
Persian Gulf yesterday where the water was , for fifteen seconds, the 
temperature of the sun. After that, it is hard for me to believe 
in anything you wri te. 11 

Ric hard Grossinger 

Death al one, they say, gives life its meaning. And it must 
be true, for each of us exists briefly inside an etern ity of 
nonexistence about which we can know nothing because knowing ends 
too. There are hundreds of explanations and reprieves, but they 
belong to life not death. Perhaps our karma follows us, perhaps 
some aspect of the mind not memory, perhaps the spirit remembers 
this in a way which explains why it is the spirit, though not to 
us, not while we are alive. Perhaps life is eternal, and death a 
mirage, so we live this same life over a billion billion times, 
each time experiencing different parts of it, like this one, until 
consciousness is entire and there are no boundaries. 

All this may do us good someday, but we are tiny, fragile, 
hungry, and afraid of the unknown , afraid of not living. We 
resist the smaller changes; how could we not resist the change 
of everything we hope and know. The animals teach us that life 
does not die easily, even if it dies willingly. Or perhaps we do 
not live easily either, and death is the only resolution. We 
complicate our lives until they are hopeless. Then we say: at least 
we will not live forever, so there is no need to straighten all this 
out. Death allows us our waste, our cruelty, our agony of disappoint
ment in who we are, for it will eventually swallow it, and then all 
the people who were alive at that time, and then all the people and 
races on that planet, and then all the graveyards and even the planet 
itself. So why do we care? Why do we even try to set it right? 
As bad a mess as we have made of things, or some claim we have, we 
have also created an order of things, a way of being, and even an · 
honor, in a transitory country in an unknown place. Within life, 
we have made nations and l anguages and laws, and though none of 
these will survive, we have made them as well as they can be made 
he re . We have somehow served that renegade wi t hin night who 
arranged for our brief f l ash of consciousnes s , and we have l eft . him 
wi t h somethi ng as final as death for his pains. 

*** 
11 What is life like ? the lawman asked the rustler in The Missouri 

Breaks. 
11 lt's like nothing else I've ever seen." 
"Against his will he die t h that hath not learned to die. Learn 

to die and thou shalt lea rn to l i ve , fo r t here shal l none learn to 
live that hath not l earned to die ." Quoted f rom The Book of the Cra f t 
of Dyi ng by t he t ran slator of the Ti betan Book of the Dead. 



Is it the unlived in us that cries out to the creator for its 
chance to come into the world, even as the unborn, in our imagination 
of them must cry to be born or else why would they risk so much for 
so little when in the end they must be worse than unborn, they will 
be dead? 

On the eve of his execution the out law sings: "I wouldn't 
mind the dying, but laying in the grave so long, poor boy. I've 
been all around this world." And that about sums it up, misnomer 
that it is. 

*** 

We come into being in a way we cannot really account for. Memory 
does not follow us back to the first words and then before, until the 
precipice. Language is more complicated than that right from the 
beginning. By the time we know anything, it too goes back to the 
beginning. We forget not knowing. It makes itself immortal. Exper i 
ments in hypnotism that disclose a prior life when the subject is 
asked to go back before his birth, the housewife who remembered as 
herself B~idey Murphy in ~nother country and century, prove something 
t~ta~ly d1f!eren~, someth1ng we already suspect. Life is shaped from 
w1t~1n as E1nste1n shaped the universe, a flux of energies creating 
th~1r own boundaries o~tsi9e of which nothing can exist. Come to any 
po1nt ~n ~he wall and 1t w1ll very articulately throw you back to a 
space 1n~1de that.wall, wheth~r in the language of your own breathi ng, 
the prec1se equat1ons of phys1cs, or the dialects of some ancient 
p~ople. Push.English to the limits of consciousness, and Old Engl i sh 
w1ll replace 1t, or French, or German; it could even be Tibetan or 
Apache. But it will keep on talking about the formation af all 
these things from within, even as a language comes from within and 
from within earlier languages, and then protean speech itself. ' 

We cannot exist outside life . We go back to the beginning, and 
language has already made us. We imagine those who lived before us; 
we even read their writings. But that does not carry us back to a 
time before we were; it m~rely deepens our sense of who we have 
become in being. Charles Olson proved that. As intimately as he 
brough~ his Phoenicians and Minoans and Old Algonquins into being, 
they d1d not make us alive back then, they gave space and shape to how 
we are alive now. Others may have made metaphors and lessons of 
them; he said -- they are precisely anterior; their artifacts requ ire 
us as the protoplasm in the jellyfish describes consciousness by 
preceding it. 

Not only can we not get outside, we cannot even touch the outside 
from the inside. It is a space that continues to emerge from its own 

properties only. 
We cannot go beyond thought even though we precede thought in 

every way. 

*** 

W~ are ne~ dis~rete beings, but the mechanism of our becoming 
flesh 1s a cha1n go1ng ~ac~ to the beginning of living matter, and 
befo~e that, ~o the beg1nn1ng of the universe. Apparently we know 
noth1ng of t~1s, not.even.in dreams o~ archetypes;,we simply are it. 
. . Matter 1s a cha1n wh1ch enfolds 1tself again and again , turning 
1ns19e-out at unexp~cted mo~e~ts--moments which, to our hindsight, 
r~qu1re transformat1on--der1v1ng from its own interstices shapes that 
d1d not seem to be there before. How else molecules from atoms? How 
else l ~ v~ng t~ssue from ~ineral waters stretching unto eternity? How 
else ~ 1v1ng t1~su~ f~ee 1tself from the waters of its genesis and -
conta1n them w1th1n 1ts new materiality? By what ot her wizardry could 
eggs be fashioned from frogs and t urtles, and feathers and blood from 
their own undisclosed shape, and mind itself from the mammal beast of 
forest? How else ~ut as for:s ~ t oo crept from the sli me atop oceans, 
and oceans formed 1n the cav1t1es of rock, and wind i ssued from 
gravity, and gravity from space itself? We are frogs. It is the 
same for suns and galaxies as it is for eggs and buds and germs. A 
current ~ro~eeds, connected onl y to the beginning of itself, dependent 
on what 1t 1s to become what it is not. Somewhere i n the chain of 
l ife, which goes .on beyond us to t he end of time, we come into being . 
We grow to consc1ousness as li fe grew once f rom matter, and the 
many cells grow and di!ferentiate from single sperm and egg . Nothing 
~an mak~ us ~ny less d1screte or unique, but nothing can bring us 
1nto ~e1ng w1thout the universe hav i ng to compile the material necessary 
from 1ts own beginning in something else. 

*** 

When we die, all this will change . The blue vellum of the sky 
the green parchment of the f ields will be pee l ed away. The night ' 
of stars and galaxies, though i t is as undiminished and hollow as 
death, will be peeled away also. 

Death does not allow an easy way out. We may think: this is the 
nature of things . I did not ask to be born , and yet I am here. I do 
not ask to die, but that is the destiny of all living things. We can 
offer ourselves to death by our reason, but we contain far too much 
energy to m~ke.peace with death. All those eggs within eggs and 
l anguages w1th1n languages are no pretension. All the memories and 
memoryless tissue formed within us are the lattice of meaning. From 



a distance they may crumble in the grace of old age or yield to sone 
other death agony, but they are not quenched. 

Shore up the fort as we may, at odd times we ...,st know it··we 
are a hurricane of light and nerves and space. Water rushes through 
us, more than the whol e ocean, more than the ocean1c ~ss of planets; 
it surges within us, deafening, dizzying, so ripe with meaning that 
oeaning itself vanishes. There are terrible storms in the universe, 
light yea~ long, light years thick. There are equally violent storms 
inside of the universe. We are those. in the center of it, each one 
of us, in our own center. Such a ston. c1nnot be snuffed out by the 
end of life as si.ply as an ant is crushed and forgotten. Those in 
the stono MUSt swallow it in and take it to eternity, with th .. if 
they go on and to eternity anyway if life is the end of life itself. 

After all, none of these kingdons could exist without us. not as 
they do now. Death likewise. 

It is only our purpose that is at odds with death. All this 
has another purpose too. Death de.ands that. and does not allow us 
to rest or settle anywhere because creation born of itself "'ust be 
always the voice of darkness. 

Paul Metcalf 

lAHGUAGE EIIVIRONMENT 

A well-known Aoerican poet recently took a friend of ~ine aside, 
asking him, "Who is this l'etcalf? What sort of things does he write?" 
My friend got out some of the books, the poet riffled through them. 
"Oh, yes, • he said, "1 know this sort You want to be careful of h111. 
he's just a vocabulary poet. 

1 know what the poet means by the teno (al though I would quarrel 
with his application of it): the weaving of spells with words, the 
clash that occufs, or the ch .. ical reaction, with novel verbal' 
juxtapositions. Words that otherwise are without substance, that 
stand for nothing but their own interaction. 

'"language evniro,..nt.• lt h a question, it SHttS t4 Ill! - to use 
a .. taphor I enjoy • of the relative positioning ~f cart and horse. 
You got this load of stuff · at leost, we presune you do · that you 
want to oove fro. here to there : the creative act, If you will. So 
you get this cart, and put oll the stuff in it. Then you get a horse, 
see, 'cause the cart ain't gonna oove by Itself. Now, just at this 
point, the question of l anguage environoent enters. (If it arrives 
earlier , then you're 110rely a •vocobulary poet.•) Wnere do you put 
the horse, so best to 110ve the cart? And do you have the right 
harness? And how and for what reasons does the whole process and 
phenomemon become beautiful? How and why do we come to enjoy that 
function of energy and ootion, horses legs to harness to cart wheels? 
There are questions of sources: horse's breedfng, and design of cart? 
size of cart wheels relative to load conveyed, etc. And there Is the 
warm feeling, as you sit there holding the reins, of a worthwhile, in 
fact i11eerat i ve miss lon, in process of functional and gracefu 1 
accompl 1 shlllent. 

A writer may be remiss on one of two scores. Either he hes little 
to convey· the cart is essentially empty· in which case he may dazzle 
us with "language environment", but little else will happen; or there 
may be a substantial burden, but the horse is a hack, the cart broken 
down, the nag trying to push It with his head, and the collect ion 
barely staggers forward. (If our author is remiss on both counts , he 
is probably enrol led In a Creative Writing Class). 

Where the poet is a creature of substance; where he Is able to 
place that substance In motion through dynamics he brings to bear on 
it (the horse!); and where he takes the trouble, by whatever method 
matters not a damn, to learn his craft (the practised or instinctive 
eye that breeds the horse, designs the cart, selects the harness) · 
then we have poetry, Olson is probably right when he says that we live 



in a t ime which is very easy itse l f . But with all the plethora of 
"easy poetry", the above combination of circumstances seems t o 
ar rive with difficulty. 

One personal note. In my own work, the horse , harness and 
cart are as apt to be begged, borrowed or stolen, as my own. 
Why n?t? If I can steal somebody else's ri g, more powerful and 
beaut1ful than my own, why not do so? One caution , however: 
what substance there be - the burden I place in that cart - that 
is my own. 

Michael Davidson 

WHAT IS BEING LANGUAGE-CENTERED? 

Sure I'm interested in a "language environment , " bu t then what 
poet isn't? Had the question been raised, say, in the t hirteen t h 
century, it might have been phrased in terms of the efficacy of using 
the vulgate; had it been raised in the seventeenth century, it probably 
would have concerned rhetoric. The question of the writer's domain 
is an old one--about as old as Aristotle's distinction between poetry 
and history in terms of their relative degrees of truth value. I 
think that what has happened during the past twenty years, however, 
has been a shift in attention from the idea of language as diction 
to a conception of language as system--as that which allows for and 
prohibits certain kinds of operations. And at the same time, poets 
have found it necessary to expose what might be called the fetish 
quality of language as a sign-producing system by foregrounding its 
linguistic operations. 

Why was this change necessary? Perhaps it was because, in the 
pursuit of a more authentic representation (image, objective cor
rellative, etc . ) we stopped experiencing the pure materiality of 
poetry--the sounds, movements, anticipations, spaces and humor that 
a poetry entirely at the service of the image forgets. When language 
is evoked in order to erase itself before the blandishments of ex
perience, both language and experience suffer--the former because 
it is supposed to become transparent, the latter because it is 
supposed to stand still. What is left out of such a formulation (and 
it is the reigning ae.sthetic of tfle great "Middle Border" poem, 
stretching from low~ to Freno) is the experience of language itself, 
complex, impure, vol 8tile, difficult, indeterminate, funny. 

Now dny discussion .of "language itself" is bound to come under 
attack from semanticists, linguists and social theorists, and rightly 
so; language is irrevocably tied to the world--it may very well be 
what we call the world--and part of our need tore and de-contextualize 
is to interrogate this interrelationship. "Words are what sticks to 
the real, " Jack Spicer says; they don 't picture it. They are in
scribed i n i t and serve t o media te what we like t o think has a ki nd 
of theo logica l di st i nc t ne ss. The means of production are always i n 
the hands of those fo r whom it is profitable t o maintai n a sepa rate 
real ity, and whether i t i s God or The Na t i onal Will or Gene ral Mo t ors, 
t he Logos is not supposed t o dirty i ts hands whi le fratern izi ng with 



its overworked scriveners. 
The "language environment" that most interests me is the one that, 

by a series of inversionary strategies and interruptions, exposes 
those forms of mediation by which poetry is cut off from experience. 
By allowing the full implications of any given constellation of events 
to_suggest themselves, by making room for breakages, distractions, 
sl1ps of tongue and typewriter, felt equivalences (yes, this includes 
rhyme, metrical regularity, alliteration, etc.) and discontinuities. 
the writer performs an essential step on the way to a truly engaged 
poetry. But to do this with the full consciousness of the linguistic 
activities at work means that no ·expressive act can occur without some 
form of feedback--what used to be called "ear" and what is elsewhere 
confused as "craft." This feedback is the continual testing of 
language for its intensity and interest at any given moment. No 
longer do we need to speak in terms of an "appropriate" image which 
summons forth submerged feelings. We need, instead, to speak of the 
conditions which make certain language situations possible. If those 
situations tend to produce images, to what extent are those images 
the product of a particular context of associations, whether socially 
or linguistically generated. And equally, if those situations seem 
fraught with problems of location (prepositional phrases, pronominal 
shifting, heavily subordinated syntax), what are the conditions that 
make such operations necessary in a given piece of writing. In other 
words, we have to pay attention to what is going on. 

Finally, a question: "what is being language-centered"? The 
question is intentionally confusing to indicate the difficulty of 
lo~ating ~he center. Does the question ask what kinds of things are 
be1ng subJected to a poetry of linguistic operationalism or does it 
ask what does it mean to be "language centered"? The first is 
analytic; the second is existential. Both parts indicate what is 
at stake: an attitude toward language as material fact and at the 
same time a problem of the being that exists self-consciously in lang
uage. A useful answer would respond to both parts of course, but an 
adequate answer to the question as phrased can't be given. The pro
blem with a polemic surrounding "language centered" poetry is that, 
in the interests of de-centering a certain priveleged referential 
paradign, it reinstitutes another center and this exposes the basic 
i~ealism which haunts it--idealist because it proceeds on the assump
tlon that the world is how you write it. The most interesting work 
in this mode remains happily in the interstices of questions like 
the above, feeling that the quality of indecision at least illustrates 
the problem. I think we have to be wary of losing our sense of humor 
in the midst of our need to take on the "analytic-referential-episteme" 

(to use the kind of cant which so eas~ly comes to_the su~face of_any 
discourse on the subject). If we cant do someth1ng as 1nteres~1ng 
as "They Flee from Me" or Tale of a Tub or Tender,Buttons,_we m1ght 
consider how useful yet another manifesto on the Imper1al1sm of_the 
Signified" (or "The Defiles of the Signifier") might be. I men~1on 
this at the end of something that threatens to be exactly what 1t 
warns against only to indicate that, as Caesar said, "High events as 
these 1 Strike those that make them" and to suggest how easily a 
"language environment" becomes a roller rink or race track or other 
similar circular structure. 



John Taggart 

An environment is any space we inhabit. Its dimensions are defined 
by what can be seen or imagined as limit from where we stand. Pre
sumably, the longer we remain in a space, the more we come to know 
about it. And if there long enough, it may be considered a home. 
There can be a number of spaces and perhaps as large a number of 
homes . Language is the total possible space; it contains all the 
homes. Contrary to the French poet Francis Ponge, language--and 
not .. the silent world 11 --is our only homeland. Nevertheless we live 
in only a few homes if that many and our habitation in any ~ne of 
them excludes us from all others at that moment. Language, through 
metaphor process ~nd its ends , image and vision, allows us knowledge 
of the total poss1ble space, the total possible universe. Without 
it, we would be condemned to unalterable aloneness and to silence. 
We would be forced to deny our nature as interiors who call out 
through an exterior to other interiors. There would be no presence 
~silent space. There would be no chance for any response. But; 
we must be its conscious, active users; we must be its avid re
searchers. And we must be prepared to combat those who would at
tempt to enforce any single usage, any single as official vision. 

Larry Eign e r 

Enough and few enough words from how many: To be democrat-
ic enough (involved and concerned with others, and yourself too, i.e.) 
none might speak more than two fractions of a syllable? There's enough 
language around (me) so listening gets harder and harder and then im
pos sible, quite a barrier to being adequate. Yet it flows on like a 
river of nice clean air. Does it? Never mind pushing terrific quest
ions over much - its ok to have them, a lot more than nothing to kick 
about. A warm bath is settling. Forces less and less to happen. 
Thanks for ears, eyes, touch and tongues, flights of pages. There's 
considerable heard clearly on (National Public) Radio too ... 

Really mysterious days and nights, 

"The earth may glide diaphanous to death 
But ... 

Distinctly praise the years, whose volatile 
Blamed bleeding hands extend and 

thre sh t he height 
The imag i nat ion spi ns beyond 

despair, 
Outpacing barga in , vocable and prayer . '' - Hart Crane 

"The spring will come and flowers will bl oom 
and man must chatter of his doom. 11 -W .C. Williams 

'' . .. ru in for myse l f 
and all that I hol d dear , . . . see 

also 

... the power 
to f ree myself 

and speak of it. . . 11 -W.C. Williams 



maybe 

words and things among us go 
together enough 

wherever your end is 

suddenly too 

vo i ces 

nothing 

1 ife 

death 

much meaning 

how ineffective an ad 

thank goodness 
i t's some waste 

it's business 

dan s 1 a nuit 

Susan Howe 

Yeats gathered mummy wheat in the mad abstract dark. 
Wi lliams said "There's no dancing save in the head's dark." 
Steven's grief was that his mother should feed on him- wickedly 
i n her dead light- himself, and what he saw. 
Mute at the dark beginning who was Word . Who i s mothered. 
Essence cedes 
and the Encyclopaedists - great, the Great, and GREAT 
discover A.D. in a Land of Pages. Lodged in the ebbing actual 
women in the flight of time stand framed. 
Us urption unleashed in these surroundings. 
In these meanderings laughter are marking at a bound ·run. 
Out of blanks and dead spots (despots) i n history 
sprawling abyss of naked kings, mute and ignorant of their own won 
meaning. Pascal said somewhere hmmmmmmm 
my location -
writing -
(que st for the absolute, metaphor of the seive, ' You shiver Carcass-• 
immanent Cause -) 

Forbears and heirs stretch out their arms to me. Saints 
with two-edged swords in their mouths. 

(Enter PROSPERO in hi s magic robes . ) 
(Waves.) 

I carry a baby in my head all leaps in the dark . 
(Dare. ) 

My poems are in danger. My children are in danger. a RIDDLE 
is a mis-leading. a CRY is not a description. 
Deprive !hings of their names -

POETA ae L.(m.) poet. Hence POESY v.intr, to speak 
or write poetically - Keats. 

Serial work sppealed to me f i rst. Then I digested i~rote a 
book. Bread crumbs dropped by Hansel marked his way backward -
home. And words are food. (letter, letter-shape, sound, sign, 
space, picture, silent, spoken = words) They trace a circuituous 
path -weave a wake - behind a writer whose Name was -and will be 
never dreamed . And crucial words outside the book, those words are 
bullets. . .. ..... ... . 
Do those dots mean that a speaker lapsed into silence. 
Pascal said somewhere -



FINE DEEDS 
"- light spoils everything, for the finest thing about them 
was the attempt to keep them secret." 

Away from the campfire things fall off. 

if I could see my foe 
if I could see my foe 

"I wi 11 not cease from Menta 1 Flight. 
Nor shall my Sword sleep in my hand:" 

(BLAKE 
from MILTON a poem in 2 Books.) 

names creeping out everywhere 
names creeping out everywhere 

(Enter LEAR 
fantastically dressed with wildflowers.) 

Ancestors sleep in our souls 
their heads are covered with honey and 
Annointed we drink their warm oaths 
- Vigor, Austerity, Cunning. 
Behind them, the totems 
Behind totems, animals. 

Enchantment 

the animals speak 

gold. 

whose spirit lives in exile in these poems whose invisible support 

they are 

their lost meaning 

their wild cries 

Gerrit Lansing 
LANGUAGE AND BIOHOLOGRAM 

Thank you the difficulties 
are genuine in the easy sliding time, 
time of the Spectacle. 

***** 

locating in time is always the first step: 
the first error is seperating "environment" from its 
going-on-in: "The very act of 
"and the intention behind 
"observing 
"disturbs the observed."* 

supraliminal language-field is body-field is feeling 
electromagnetic and food: 

lying in 

body and psyche two-and/but-one, 
wavicle. 

Schrodinger's cat is out of its box 
wait for the mouse in the cellar : 

what is unbeknownst to us is somewhere beknownst 
Swedenborg stoops to stroke Schrodinger's cat. 

***** 

so I am always finding in feeling 
locating in changing 
the terms that compose me, 
the rhetorical cinnabar lode 

whose clavicle 's wavicle 's key . 

* Lawrence M. Beynam, "Quantum Physics and P·aranormal Events" in 
Future Science, edited by John White and Stanley Krippner, New York, 1978 



Douglas Woolf 

Thank you for you invitation to contribute to The Difficulties. 
I have l~oked at a map and I know where Cortland is now. When Charles 
O~son sa1d there (I am quoting you and thus I assume him, although you 
f!llSspelled my,name) · ·~ou kno~, we live in a time which is very easy 
1tse1f. That s been 1nc~eas1ngly conspicuous for the last ten years .. . " 
he s~oke pe~haps too eas1ly as an American writer, but as a veteran 
Amer1can wr1ter offer~ng a warning to those he saw following. His life 
had been far more var1ous than theirs--he knew more of the world than 
~h~y~ and knew that ~uch knowled~e has little to do with mere travel 
1n1t1ated ?Y foundat~ons and all1ed sponsors of readings and writings. 
He knew th1s too: l1fe can not be read only ; past life can be read only· 
to read only, above all to read the present only, is to be read empt . ' 
Only a handfu~ of presentday American writers have worked more t~ 
year or two, 1f that, outside academe or some related superstructure 
When they have allowed themselves to be drafted into the armed servi~es 
that has too of~en satisfied their lifetime quota of experience. Where' 
then can they f1nd_sustenance? In memories of childhood and adolescence, 
sexual da~dreaf!ls, 1ntra~epartmental affairs, long-distance telephone call s, 
ve~bal fl1rtat1ons, pol1te applause, favorable reviews traded? The blood 
th1~s, the words entangle, the magazine defuses. The truth that the 
env1ronment of ~anguage is life itself has been all but forgotten. 
Per~aps ~orne wr1ters of the 80's will find themselves among the workers 
a~a1~, Wlth Chauce;, Shakespe~re, Melville, Hawthorne, Clemens, Wallace, 
W1ll1ams. If that s not poss1ble, there will stand alternatives 
su:h as chosen by Emily Dickinson and Henry David Thoreau, who also foun d 
th1s world wondrous and fell in love with it. 

James Sherry 

Criteria fo r of the Difficulti es 

Boy , are we poets. Will we show 'em . .. no, I'll show ' em. 
My work will out -smart, out-original, out-nervousness, outr sensit i ve , 
out-politic, out-theoretical, out-concern, out-real, out- tec hnique , 
out-rea l , ou t - punch everybody el se. 

Primit ives and erudites of the past can't corrobo rate my posi tion. 
This is a different t hi ng, a different meaning. The scholar will only 
defeat us if we al low him ascendency . Ol d poets must be their own 
proof. My work equa l ly i ndependent at the momen t , not proven by a 
continuum. I know myself by my gestures , t houghts and acts, my own. 

Poetry does not begin with Ashberry or Gi nsberg or Mallarme or 
Baudelaire or Blake or Shakespeare; it i s a cont i nuum . I am the 
total of my precursor s. No assumption is sufficient to hold me . I 
revel in the extra complex. No reification (Ipso facto language does 
not reify experience . ) . 

The glowering poets glower at their impotence and rage at each 
other, because there is nothing at stake . (Literally, but literal is 
out of bounds.) When the rewards are personal, the worries will be 
personal. The question of person is implicit. There is no room for 
poets to be successul. There is no question of success. 

I walk into a room. All the important poets in NY are there. 
America's important poets are at the White House. Which is what they 
must mean by there being only one poet. In Petronius characters carry 
pockets full of small stones, pebbles to throw at the poets. I throw 
out my books and turn philosopher. I quit my job to become a socialist. 

Ever} subjec t is rendered r i di cul ous by poets--fri endsni p by 
Whitman , reason by Donne, imagination by Coleridge, technique (or is 
it posture) by contemporaries: But , po~t ' s behavior seems strange 
only by standards of rationality and the return of poetry's attention 
to philosophy will also, because of the intensity with which poets 
will pursue that return in the name of language . Or the return to 
activism in the name of righteousness . 



Bob Callahan 

I think of poets as players, dancers even, vibrating strings 
who respond to the call of all of the languages within the world 

of mountain ranges, wagon wheels, itinerant fiddlers ... even 
as such a call, truly heard, takes us through the world, beyond 
the world, into the timeless realms of eternal art and myth . 

The Kabbala insists on both the spirit and the letter of the 
law; modern physics on both energy and structure. Language clusters? 
Energy Structures. Creeley once heard the inner penetrations, the 
radical reversals, the life-giving and life-sustaining ambiquities. 
And now we must flesh it all out again. Not 'language' then, that 
dry abstraction, but 'speech', in all of it's districts, dialects, 
street corner colours. Being/Alive. Opening always to this, and 
this, and this ... Right there on the beat. 

Tom Becket 

THE DIFFICULTIES (A Meditation In Sentences) 

embracing space. 

is a deletion. 

go away. 

His tongue is moving in his head as he speaks 

One leaves. 
Another enters· 

Gradually it becomes apparent that a window 

A room is a word. 
A house is a sentence. 
A man is a verb. 

The city of language. 

Texticl es . 

~ird. 

Gate 

The world is contained and expanding. 

The persistence of memory . Story. 

Decay . 

Shit. 

Larvae. 

Sexed. 

It won't 

The active consideration of possibiliti es 
undetermined by previous thought . 



Working to work in the gaps. 

Why not write a couplet in 3 lines, Dou g? 
Why not? 
Why not. Doug. 

Heroics. 

Sentences are emotional? 
No, they are-not. 

Joke. What's heavier? 100 pounds of words or 
100 pounds of feathers. 

His grandmother pronounces the word 'poetry' 
like the word 'poultry'. 

speech. 

She lives in a simple structure. 

Are paragraphs emotional? 
Yes. 

Circumstances. 

Environment. 

A part. 

Skirts to enter. 

Content meant. 

Driving around the city to think. 

A rigorous symmetry enveloping figures of 

Come what may. 

I don't know what to think. 

It fo 11 ows that. 



Dick Higgins 

I think that a 11 language environment 11 can only be a meaningful 
concept to me if 11 language 11 is taken in its Saussurian, linguistic 
sense of a 11 langue, 11 a sort of landscape of the work and/or the life, 
and in which the individual aspects of the work or of the life then 
constitute the individual 11 Words 11 or 11 paroles. 11 

After all, I read with my ear; I read the sounds and th~ shapes 
of the text, idea, song or smell-- and, in response, I make love 
with my tongue. 

Poetry should be experience, not profession or speciality. 
Anything else is too fragmented,-- good for the tenured sissies 
in English Departments to write papers about, good for the pro's 
and the pudgies, but goddawful for anyone who wants to bring a 
whole life and experience along to witness an art process of any 
kind. 

And this is not some simple, technical synesthesia. It is rather 
what the active consciousness does anyway. The mind is a muscle 
and it needs flexing if it is to function properly,-- on a diet of 
any one thing it develops nutritional deficiencies. As a creative 
artist my mind is not on myself but on its experience and in sharing 
this whole experience with any witness to my vmrk. I assume 
witnesses, not mere readers or listeners. Only in this way can my 
eyes be used by any witness. Only then can he or she hear with my ears. 

Ralph La Charity 

Empi re of Ea r s segment: 

1. 

A tusk in every pot, no matter how tiny the pot 
bandoliers of ears, a fungus of ears o~ every fa l len trunk 
& the wet pulsing vault sunk in deepen1ng blue 
what's eloquen t here heaves here . . 

with ludicrous hydraullc 1ntent 
in the midst of overwhelming echo & resound 
flash-eyed avenues clamor away anywa~ 
t his work another only ardor of even1ng 
stained & wink i ng with pa i ned 

& hilari ous deadbeat dry chronic l es of 
raucous vernacular melodrama, of many race s 
quite by accident .we find o~rs~lves, our.ton~ues 
taming t ime's pan1c, here, 1n Jungle son1c c1ty 



2. 

Memory being base of these designs 
~ elephan~ poets reigning eccentrics 
~n an . emplr~ of ears. There are people 
1n th1s emp1re who will tell you 
there are laws. They lie. 
The eccentricities of empire being 
another old story, the gleam 
& pant of design being 
ever t he tether 
that comes later, bland & pervasive. 

3. 

When the ear is empty the eye squints 
thru smoky clouds. The vault of ear 
shrinks & clings. Wet hacker, the phlegm 
of storm . When the ear is empty, limbs 
mime the nonsense smoke of sink or swim. 
Smile. The ear is empty. How candid, how 
filmy & obscure. Scare your mouth apart. 
Never having known birds, radio, or sounds 
of engine; never having known 
pitches, of sale, of diamond &.opera. 
Who did you say rules your emp1re? 



4. 

Let's to the di ning room table now & then 
spread the maps of empire where we can see them 
spread our palms upon them & lean our weight there 
staring down the basin lobes & veined drums of it 

being thirty, big cities are an only alternative 
another might be never to have arrived here 
their trumpeting ways & blanketing ears 
I knew what I was getting into, you knew too 

remembering elephants gracefully toting 
gifted faggots of tongue down Wolf Creek Pass; 
their remembering tusks inner ears of heartland where 
hard bearings of word light the engulfing night; 
their remembering trunks of bath waterspouts of 
stormy word & sunk tanker phrase & dead 
fish belly-up sentence & interrogation. 

5. 

I knew what I was getting i nto . 
Walking headaches of Zukofsky & Oppen. 
Migraine creep of Duncan & Spicer. 
Tincan banana pump of this one, 
civilized stroll & drollery of that other, 
& there, at the end of the bar, 
the Alexander Pope of coke. 
& you knew too. 

in whose kitbags how many gifted confusi ons 
here, in the empire of ears .. . 

cleats & extraordinarily broad shoulders 
short pants & extraordinarily tall American men 
padded gloves big as lampshades, as . 

clouds out a w1 ndow 

crack shouters & dead-eye boomers 
here, in the emp i re of ears ... 

physical specimens toting those gifted faggots . 
the crack shouters cleating hard sell she l lgame narcot1que 
here, where the kitbags are piled in perfect pyramids of 

green mineral meatloaf & gum 

little cats' clawed balls of word pushed in a rush 
to unravel at the big square feet of the elephant poets 
who've come here to end 
here, in the empire of ears . . . 



6. 

Lean back in your chair till the top of your head 
touches the large window & your eyes 
stretch upward thru the glass to clear sky 
remember that green is the color of stretch 

Soon enough sun utterly unhinges sight 
the unheard solar blaze, come unto or be damned 
oh the lessons of the sun! how no mortal eye 
can bear what births the color of stretch 

Sunk in deepening blue at an awkward tilt 
still, there is a balance we may indeed be empty 
yet that light bequeathes our balance & lends 
charm to these our odd angles so simply achieved 

We know our rulers by their speech. 
Our sun blazes & unhinges & we are green. 
Caught, we cock & squint. Mourning. 
Catfish tobacco tongue. Green is our color. 

7. 

oh, the slowness to come of them 
the remembering elephants 
their monumental brows & trumpeti ng ways 
they come slowly & end as suddenly 

their trumpeting ways & blanketing ears 
here , i n an empire of ears where 
the elephant poets come 

come 

come to 

come to die, here 

in an empire of ears. 

* 



..... 

Rosmarie Waldrop 

"The Tongue Around The Mouth" 

Would that my mother 
tongue 

space by inflections 
degrees of warning, weathering 

revelation: the body disappears 
along with its dialect 
I should be grateful 
that it occurred 
and seemed breathless toward conversation 

now to repeat my theory: 
what use 
the categories of attribute and head 

not the same 
not for us who want 
a silent slate or 
to compose in voltage 

baffling sterns 
short breath 
syll ab 1 es 

block 
egg 
knuckle 
copper 

she, the bogus mother, 
hefts her soul 
(parochial species, native skin) 

at any rate: the law of pattern 
the local customs 
the variations of 

For Claude Royet-Journoud 

between the movements of the 
larynx through excesses of grammatical finesse 

never 
never on my own I roll 
the phonemes in my mouth 
twice 
to make sure 



Frank Samperi 

from HABITUDINEM 

the voice behind 
or to the side 

angel 

circumincessio 

tho shopkeeper 
speak profani 

ty 

Christus 
Beata virgo Maria 
beata Virgo 
mater Dei 

ad rem scitam 

One who looks 
looks because 
light from sight 
sights the light 

sight the light 
from above 



--given sicut et aliis beatis, 
and secundum intelligentiae 
rationem by Rarticipation, i.e., 
that which is theirs by participabilium, 
ut res must be theirs simpliciter, 
and not secundum quid as ut 
usus is 

Alan Davies 

If topology were the place the word came from, 

ttOW\4 wou.ld 4-tand hoitizorWLi., veAb.! 4.ti.6 6 and veA.ti.c.a.l .in veA.ti.Ctill.y 
6aUA.ng Jt.e~ on. 

The c.on6-{.dellct o6 the wo.U, -U6 c.ompe..Unct, .U. then, -U6 having been 
.dteit.e. 

Eve/Uj woit.d .U. otut woJt.d, each pol.t.uti..on. 
The pU.thoJt.a o6 gu.twl.e., not even wtdeit.4tood ~ 4wc.h, po.u.u.tu. Theoltized 
~ng c.!eM.4, non-p-togJtama.ti.c.all.Jj, .the c.olltit.oUable 406t a..i.-t, t~ a.Ut 
o 6 c1u.>ulble wa-tdl.. . 

A moJt.e d.u..tuJt.bable <tppealt.allct .U. <tppaJt.ent .i.6 the time o 6 the place 
change<~ undeAneath .Che woit.d, a-tgu..Utg to.i..dtou.t pii.006 tha.t -U6 6eet've 
moved. 

Have .du.t. ta.ltguage 6oJt. wiUch to .i.n; the~te .U. no th.i.llg o.theJt. w.U:h ~<:fuch' .to 
dec.oilate U, no o.dteJt. Jt.v.pl.Jj. "Echo .U. .dte ttoiiiOtal oltig.i.l! o6 eclto ( veJt.bal)," 
th.u. bung 4omv.th.i.llg we 4a.JJ olll.Jj much lP-teJt., '.ta.teA' de6.i.ned <1.l a ti.:tU.e. 
pltioJL to ouJL de ~on o 6 .th.u. l.a.tteJt woit.d. 

The woJLJt tx.i..I.U to vtd .i.l! a wo.llld. 
Th.u. dv.Jnand4 de-pol..l.u.U.ve c.luvta.c.teit. o6 all WOJt.lt, wlt.i.ch mMt gJt.a.ti.6y .the 
nec.e<~4UI}, jU4.ti.61J po4U.i..on, .i..11. .the gait.bage 4-tate o6 language. 

The woit.ld .U. 4-Uwpl.Jj .th.u. pl.e.rt..i.t.ude. The ta.ltguage .U. 4-UnPiy that ptei!Uude. 

The notion tha.t woJt.d4 c.omt. ou.t o 6 .the mouth .U. c.oun.tvtp.todu.c..ti.ve. It 
make4 people do U. 
Language gv.U all .thJLown .into the wollld; .i.l!l>tead, o6 be.i.ng ma.de (to bel 
OJL .dte~t.e. 

Language boJLI'.I> the woJt.d4. 
E.i..dteil .the<~ e two we.i.gh.:-6 aJt.e wa.i...te.d 60Jl OJL .dte11. ~4-t. 
Language bclle4 the woJLtd. 

FoiC..twla.tel.Jj .the hand .U. 4l.ow and can be 6Uit.dteit. 4.ti.l.l.ed. 

A Jt.ad.i.a.t.. at.teii.U.vene44 can 4hu.t u.p .the wo-ttd. 

I.e. i.e. 



Douglas Dunn 

"The Difficulties" 

well there was the end of the table 
really it was a line 
but eye saw it as horizontal because 
& it was exactly level 
no.t above it 
eye to one side 
& parallel to the floor so 
anybody think i ng slightly abstractly 
but eye could see that 
so you ' d say, thinking horizontal 
it cut across the lines of the radiator 
& it did 

it did cut 
from where eye was sitting, lines 
not across all the well, you know 
one of those big ol • with sections 
iron or whatever radiators, anyway lines 
but across about half of the "what" eye saw 
& that's, you say, what 

well big deal , yeah, except 
every day ... accustomed ... open room 
eye into ... around, moving ... sure 
because ... not to move around ... 

no, not just "remember to set" 
also to the facts, that eye 
to face decisions, to evolve 
made these, these facts 
revolve around the line 
so eye could understand a straight line 
a bent & going there 

so anyway accustomed to where eye saw the table 
& 20 ft. from knowing what to do & 
never a hint, sometimes not 
& wanting, wanting but 
sometimes it could be anything a 
cornice a bamboo curtain a 
wall -- in this case a bookcase a 
table to cue off 
a "wait" 

but a mistake 

but then there_ was a mistake exactly 
not a short cut 
but a short, yes, circuit 
or a short day, because eye 
you see, having moved ... 
moving, having already moved around . . . 
having in fact finished with nothing 
& being presented with" ... Difficulties ... " 
nothin~ but "The " 

wait for it 

there's nothing to do for it 
nothing 'any media' 
despite 'difficulties' 
despite 'jump the way you're gonna' 
there ' s no 'way' 
'getitonthepage,' no dancing please 
it's just not dancing 
it's not l anguage either but ... 
it's you, eye'd say it's you 
think about it , you 
you do it, yeah, you, but ... 
ta 1 k about ' i mpo s sib 1 e' ( 6) 
ok calm down 

so know it 
we a 11 impossible 
& that's that, or it 
or it's it, anyway & 
we know that, so 
we can relax ... & 
we do 
we relax this line 



Charles Bernstein Robert Ashley 

Are Babies Afraid Of Short Sounds? 

Are babies afra1d of short sounds ? First principle : if sou nd s are 

Est-ce que les ~ebes ont peu t d~s sons brefs ? Premier principe : si les sons 

short enough, thev slip right through th~ screen of our attentions, 

sont suffisanunent :;,refs. ils passent droit a travers l'ecran de notre attention, 

1vhatever that is. They seem to exist only in memory. 

en admettant que nous en ayons un. Ils semblent n'eY.ister que dans notre memoire. 

This is one ot the main problems -- if not the only problem -- 1n learning 

C'est 1 'un des principaux probl~mes si11on le seul problc:me -- lorsqu'on 

to ~lay the piano. Some people never learn to syncnronize their attentions 

apprend a JOuer du ~iano . 11 J a des gens qui n arrivent jamais a synchroniser 

--or even 3pproximate a s;ncnron1zation with t~eir ac:ions. 

:eJr attenti~n -- ~e~e anoroximativenent avec leurs actions. 

;: is i~ooss1ole for them to near t~e sounds t~ey ~remaking . Je~p l~ who play 

J1s sont 1ncapaoles d'entendre les sons qu' ils produisent. L~s ~ens qui jouent 

tne liiano .-.e: 1 nave made a fundamental sacrifi::~ ; that is why they ~re 

oien du oiano ont fait un sacrifice au depart ; c'est pourquoi invariabl ement 

invariably suspicious ana innocent seeming at once. So, what seem~ to oe 

1ls ont 1 'air a la fois susceptible et innocents. Ainsi, ce: q._.i s:=rr:bl e etre 

a problem of loud sounds is really a problem of loud, :M•·t sounds . 

un problt:me o:Je sons forts, est en fait. ur. p i·ob1~me de ~on; forts ::!t orefs. 

Or simply, short sounds. We know that the human psyche is disturbed by 

Ou, simp lemen t. de sons brers. ~ous savons que le psy~his~e humain est trouble 

loud sounds, especially if they are sustained. If only we knew the boundary 

par l essons forts, surtout s'ils sent prolonges. Si seulement nous connaissons 

between a quick succession of short-loud sounds and a "sustained " sound, 



la limite entre une succession rapide de sons forts et brefs et un son "prolor,ge " , 

we would know somethin.g. If, for instance , a series of short sounds 

nous saurians deja quelque chose. Si, par exemple, une serie de sons brefs 

is not ordered enough in time (regular enough), those short sounds, 

ne se succedent pas dans uncertain ordre (assez regulierement), ces sons brefs 

too, slip past, however loud. Their identity is as blurred as the memory 

echappent egalement a notre attention, quelle que soit leur intensite. Leur 

of the car crash. If one could analyze the sound of the car crash 

identite est aussi confuse que le souvenir d ' une collision de voitures . Si 1 ' on 

and superpose the collective elements -- having taken as the criterion 

pouvait decomposer le son de la collision et en superposer les differents 

of the analysis that no element should be l onger than the total (natural) 

ayant fixe la duree ~e chacun de ces elements a la duree totale 

duration of a gunshot would the result sound like a gunshot ? 

(natu relle ) d'un coup de fusil est-ce que le son ainsi obtenu ressemblerait 

If one could analze the car crash and rearrange the separate elements 

a un coup de fusil ? Si 1 'on pouvait decomposer le son de la collision et 

in time (e,g, first before the last, etc.), would the result still sound 

rearranger l'ordre des differents elements (le premier avant le dernier, etc.), 

like a car craih ? Could one not 1) synthesize~ number of short sounds and 

est-ce que le son obtenu ressemblerait toujours a une collision ? Ne pourrait-on 

2) by Q number of orderings in time create no number of new "sounds" 

pas 1) synthetiser un nombre ~de sons brefs et 2) par un nombre ~ de succes

(identities) in the category of "car crash" or "gunshot" ? 

sions differentes creer un nombre ~de "sons" nouveaux (identites ) dans la 

Would this new inventory be beneficial to humankind in any way ? 

categorie "collision" ou "coup · de fusi]" ? Est-ce que ce nouvel inventaire 

Is the instinctive fear of loud sounds in babies a fear of intensity 

pourrait etre d'un interet quelconque pour l'humanite? Est-ce que la peur 

or a fear of the situation that produces loud sounds ? 

instinctive des sons forts chez les be~s est due a 1 'intensite du son ou a 

(!f I read Veliko~sky correctly, our understanaing of the physical (cosmic) 

Ia situation qui a produit le son ? (Si j'ai bien lu Velikovsky, notre compre-

wor:d is confused bi t~e fear of (repressed racial memory of) catastrophic 

nension du o.onae pnys i que (cosmique) est troublee par la peur (souvenir racial 

events that we "remember" -- specifically, in the example of "Worlds in Collision", 

refou1e) d'evenements catastrophiques dont nous nous "souvenons" -- notarrrnent, 

tne memory of the deathly catastrophies of only 3500 and 2700 years ago --

udnS 1 · ~,.e:nole ce ' wc~~ds i'1 Collision", le souvenir je catastrophes mortelles 

3 ~ew ~ener3t1o~s. , ~ow shal l He approach this &ear, if not through an 

c ;1 i a ~uelques 3SOC ou 2700 annees --quelques generations. ; Comment aborder 

~n~erstand i 1 g cf centre! of ourselves in the axoerience with) the ohysical 

ce:te oeur, ;inon ~ ar :a ,;.::;mprehension (contrcle je ; oi pendant I ' exoE:rience: 

facts that ~ause t~e fear to manifest itself ? This is not to suggest that 

v~cJe ) des faits ~htsiaues qui la d~elenchent ~ Je ne pr~tend s pas que 

a new inventory ::>f 11ew synthesized, "loud sounds " would be in any way 

ce nouve l 1.nven;:3 1re ae ' ;ons forts " synthet i ses ccurrait etre therapeutique, 

therapeutic, ~ut tnat if tne inst i nc:i ve fear of louJ scuds i n babies 

mais ~ue, ; ~ ~ ~ ~e u r instinctive des sons forts chez l es b~b~s (et en supposant 

\and assumng ~ hat He co net 'outgrow" th is i'1st 1nc ti is irrational (not an 

·we cet instinct ne nous passera pas "avec 1 'age ·· ; est irrationnelle (et non 

acces~ible, ~rotective mechanism ) , then why not ha ve the new inventory? 

pas un mecanisme de de fense oarfaitement aoordaole ) , alors pourquoi ne pas 

Tne ear c1u ses, or ~ e flj , to Jrotect itself •rom a sno rt , loud sound . 

se ~~oc~rer :e ~ou ~~l :nventaire ? L' Jreille se ferme, momentanement, pour se 

; believe, as : bel i eve that thoughts are recorded on magneti c tape (along 

~rot~ger d ' un son fort et bref. Je crois, de m~me que j e crois Gue les pensees 

~ith, b~t Geretofore unrecognized, whatever else we have recor~ed on the 

sont enreg1strees sur bande magnetique (quoiqu'ignorees jusqu'ici, elles y 

tape --e,g., ''sounds" ) , that ''it" closes briefly at u short sound of any 

sont enregistnies avec le reste -- comme, par exemple, les "sons "i , que "ee1a" 

intensity, but that the appar<:nt, physi:al ("ear" ) rne::hanism, to be proteetivt, 



se fenne momentam!ment aux sons brefs, quelle que soit leur intensite, tn<:is 

has distinguished between loud and "not-loud", and that beyond that rnP.chani5m, 

que l e mecanisme physique ("l'oreille") apparent, pour se defer.dre, a :ait la 

we shall discover the more comprehensive protective response -- memory 

distinction entre les sons forts et "pas forts", et qu'au-cela 1e ce meca~isme, 

analysis. That is, nothing is understood (analyzed) in real-t ime. Nothing 

nous allons decouvrir une reaction de defense plus generale , -- analyse des 

has meaning in real-time. This, then, explains (fi nally ) our fascination 

souvenirs. En d' autres termes, ri en n'est compris (analyse ) en temps rt!el. 

with and devotion to the past. 

Rien n'a de signification en temps reel. Ce qui explique (finalement) la 

fascination et la devot ion que suscite en nous le pa~se . 

Tom Raworth 

Loose Alphabet (an excerpt) 
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